
Homework: Romeo and Juliet - Year 11, Autumn 1

Week 1. Create a table of each key character in Romeo and Juliet and list their 
motivations from Act 1. 

Challenge: Can you explain how each motivation changed as the play developed? Use 
quotes to support.

Week 2. Write down three powerful quotations from Act 1.
Write a 9 step paragraph for one quote, including: Valid point; well-selected quote; 

implicit meaning (including SWAG); effect on the reader, writer’s purpose and context.

Week 3. How is masculinity presented in Romeo and Juliet? 
Write a 9 step paragraph for one quote, including: Valid point; well-selected quote; 

implicit meaning (including SWAG); effect on the reader, writer’s purpose and context.
Challenge: embed multiple quotes and structural analysis.

Week 4. Explore how Shakespeare presents the idea of motherhood throughout 
the play. 

Choose two characters and write two FULL 9 step paragraphs for each character and 
how motherhood is presented.

Week 5. Focus on the character of the Friar. What is the purpose of the Friar in
Romeo and Juliet? 

Write 2 9 step paragraphs for each point including: 
Point, quote, implicit meaning, and effect on the reader, writer’s purpose AND context.

Week 6. ‘Romeo and Juliet’s death was inevitable. It was necessary to change 
society in Verona.’ To what extent do you agree?

Create  2 9 Step paragraphs explaining your opinion on this statement. 

Steps to Success
- Literature Paper A & B

Link to Question + Valid Point:

Device/ Subject Terminology:

➢ Lexical choice 
➢ Word class 
➢ Linguistic device 
➢ Structural Device

Well-selected quote:

Explain  implicit meaning:
➢ ‘this implies…’
➢ ‘this suggests…’
➢ ‘this shows…’
➢ ‘this highlights…’

Challenge: Can you embed another quote?

Reader/ Audience Effect:
➢ ‘an Elizabethan audience…’

Link to writer’s purpose:
➢ ‘Shakespeare (teaches/ warns/ exposes/ wanted to 

highlight)

Link to context: 
➢ ‘In Elizabethan England…’
➢ ‘This links to context because…’


